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This software is designed to work with planetary scanners based on digital SLR Canon EOS cameras.
ELAR ScanImage software is a part of ELAR ScanImage Pro system, but can be used as a standalone application. The software has a user-friendly interface which is described below in the document.

Main window
The main window consists of two main tabs “Scan” and “Processing”, and includes a set of functional
panels and toolbars.

Tab «Scan»

Figure 1. Tab «Scan»




Start/stop scanning. The button with an image of a planetary scanner is placed in upper-left
corner of the tab
Save settings. Button with image of a folder and gear, located on the right side of Start/stop
scanning button. The button opens an independent window with the save settings of scanned
images and user profiles.
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Scan area. This is a main scan window, which displays a Live View image from a Camera or already scanned images.
Gallery. The panel is vertically oriented and placed on the left side of the Scan area.
Quick menu. The set of the most frequently used settings is located at the top of the main window, above the Scan area window.
Service. The button with an image of the gear, located at the upper right side. The button opens
an independent window with the scan settings.
Status panel. The panel is located at the bottom of the main window. It displays status messages which are the subject of scan settings and scan process.

Start/stop scanning
By pressing the button a user can start or stop the scan process. Button image depends on scan mode
operation selected (Manual, Interval, Follow Up and Manual Glass).

Figure 2. Start/stop scan buttons
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Gallery
Gallery is designed to display the thumbnails of scanned and downloaded images in the user work directory of the program. Thumbnails of scanned images appear in the gallery automatically. The user can
delete the selected image with the mouse, to download new images to the Gallery from the hard disk,
change order of the images in the Gallery, export images from the Gallery to the export folder. To perform these actions, toolbar is located in the lower part of the gallery.

Figure 3. Scan gallery

It is possible to make these steps by selecting one or more images and clicking the right mouse button
and selecting the appropriate menu item (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Scan process context menu

Important! All images that are stored in the Scan Gallery, as well as in the Processing Gallery are work
versions of files. Saved images settings defined by User (including file format, image resolution) are applied to these images only at the moment of export to the folder.
Quick access menu
The panel includes the following set of the parameters for quick access by User:

Figure 5. Quick access menu settings









Document format (Max, Auto, A2, A3, A4, A5, Macro)
Both sides scan (Left/Right page, Both sides separately, Both sides together)
Page orientation (Landscape, Portrait)
Resolution (100, 150, 220, 300, 400, 600 DPI)
Scan mode (Manual, Interval, Follow Up, Manual/Glass)
“Interval” field lets User to point the pause duration between scans in seconds before scanning
next page (is used in Interval Mode)
Color mode (Color, Grayscale, Black&White)
o B&W threshold. The option becomes active when choosing Black&White mode. You
have to mark the check-box to enter the settings manually.

Document format
By selecting the menu "Format", you can choose fixed document size of the image from A5 to A2, and
automatically detect the boundaries of the document and scanning area (Auto), scale frame borders,
enter to the Macro mode.
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Figure 6. Document format selection

Auto mode description
Auto detect format mode works equally in all scanning modes (Manual, Interval, Automatic).
The module analyzes the video stream of scan area in LiveView mode.
Having determined the absent of movement in the scan area, the module defines the boundaries of the
scanned document and draws the border frame in LiveView window.
At the same time, under the scanning area, the status bar shows the following:
«Scan area found. Continue? ("Enter" - Yes, "Spacebar" - Edit, "Esc" - Cancel)»
Duration of countdown can be configured manually (see Section "Service», "Time intervals» of the document).
To adjust the size of the zone, you must press "Space" key on your keyboard.
To scan a selected area, press «Enter» (Enter) on the keyboard.
If no key is pressed for 3 seconds, the scan process starts.
If you press the "Enter" key before the expiration of 3 seconds, scan process starts with the automatically detected settings area.
If you pressed "Space", the frame is available for manual scaling. The status line under the bottom of the
scanning area shows the following message:
“Scan area correction… ("Enter" - Confirm Changes, "Esc" - Cancel)”
By pressing «Enter» (Enter), scan process with the adjusted settings starts, and the module returns to
the scan mode (Manual, Interval, Automatic, Manual/Glass). If you press "Esc", the scan will be performed automatically with the defined boundaries of the scan area.
Both sides scanning
To scan the left / right side of the book, select the corresponding item in the dropdown menu. (Figure
7).
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Figure 7. Both sides scan

Before starting the scan process, you can separately adjust the size and position of the left and right side
of the spread, represented as the individual scan frames (blue for left, green for right) (Figure 8). The
setting can be performed by holding down the left mouse button on the border of the frame and pulling
the frame in the right direction. You can also move the frame by moving the mouse while holding the
left mouse button within the scanning area.

Figure 8. Both pages scanning (right one is active)

When you select left or right side, the appropriate side of the scan area is scanned only. If you choose to
scan a full spread (both sides), the entire scan area is scanned and the two separate images for the left
and right sides will appear in the Gallery.
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Page orientation
It is possible to set vertical (Portrait) or horizontal (Landscape) orientation (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Page orientation selection

This setting is not active when you select "Auto" as the document format. Portrait orientation is also not
available when you select «A2» and "Maximum" as the document format.
Resolution
Depending on the camera used as a scanning device, a set of options for resolution may vary. For most
digital cameras the following options (dots per inch) are available: 100, 150, 220, 300, 400, 600 (Figure
10).

Figure 10. Resolution selection

By default, the module uses 300 dpi, as an optimum resolution. To scan documents with fine detail for
subsequent recognition (newspaper text) may require 600 dpi.
Important: Files with resolution 600 dpi are very large and require more disk space for storage.
Scan Modes
The software provides one manual and three auto modes:





Manual
Interval
Follow Up
Manual/Glass

The scan mode selection is performed in the appropriate drop-down menu (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Scan Mode selection

Manual Mode
In manual mode, the scan process is performed by pressing the "Scan" button in the upper left corner of
the window, or by pressing the key combination «Ctrl + S» on the keyboard.
The Follow Up mode
To start scanning in Follow Up mode you have to select an appropriate item in the shortcut menu "Scan
Mode" in the shortcut menu and click "Scan» (Figure 2). Thereafter, in the scanning area appears: "Waiting for new page..." message. To scan automatically, it is necessary to place a new document in the
scanning area, or to turn the page of the scanned document. Once the module determines the appearance of a new document, the message of the scan area will change to " Scan after: XX sec.", the time in
the message will be counted down. Such delay is required before scanning because the operator has to
remove the hands from the scanning area. The duration of the countdown (N) can be set manually (see.
Section "Service", subsection "Timeout" in this document). If the unit finds a new document within N
seconds (the image is stable), it automatically scans, accompanied by the message "Scanning". If motion
is detected in scan area, the module sees this as the emergence of a new document, and then restarts
the countdown. Each new page is scanned in the same way.
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Figure 12. Waiting for a new document

Interval mode
To start the scan process in interval mode, select the corresponding item from the drop-down menu
"Scan Mode" and set the desired scanning interval in seconds. The shortest possible scanning interval is
3 seconds.

Figure 13. Time interval scanning mode
Color mode
Scanning can be performed in three color modes: color, grayscale and black and white. Mode selection
is in the drop-down menu "Color mode" at the top of the main window
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Figure 14. Color mode selection

Service settings
This window groups the main scan parameters that do not require frequent changes during the scanning
process. Window “Service” appears on the screen (Figure 15) by pressing a button with the gear icon. It
is placed in the top right corner of the main window and contains the following sections:





 Scanning
 Image
 Perspective correction
Motion detector
Time intervals
Lighter mode
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Figure 15. Window “Service”
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Section “Scanning”

Figure 16. Window “Service”. Section "Scanning"

The section contains the settings of the scanning device (digital camera) are available for editing in the
interface (depending on the camera model, scanner settings and the number of values may vary):
1. ISO (Sensitivity)
2. Exposure
3. Aperture
4. Shutter speed
5. Autofocus
6. Quality
In the same section you can enable / disable viewing Scan area in Live Mode, putting / removing the tick
in the "Live view mode"
When the program in Live View mode, User can select the display scale of the scan area from the
dropdown list “Zoom”. Available Values:
Fit. The entire scan area is shown in real scale.
X5. With this setting, the scan area is displayed with a fivefold magnification. In this mode, you can
move the zoom area by pressing Ctrl and "clicking" the left mouse button on any part of the large image.
The area directly under the mouse cursor moves to the center of the scan area.
Fast enter and exit from X5 mode is also possible directly during scanning. To do this, hold down the Ctrl
key and turn the mouse wheel. When you turn the wheel in the direction of "self", the program will
switch to X5. When you turn the wheel back, the program returns to the display in real size.
Section “Lighter”
You can switch an additional light system during scanning to Automatic or Manual mode, by selecting an
appropriate setting via switch Automatic/Manual.
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Section “Image”

Figure 17. Window “Service". Section "Image"

The section contains settings for the image quality characteristics that needed to be set up prior to
scanning. Settings are given in the form of scales, where the desired value is selected by moving the

slider along the scale (
Figure 17).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Brightness
Contrast
Sharpness
Hue
Saturation

For the brightness, contrast, hue and saturation settings of the image, middle of the scale is the zero
point value, to its left sides are negative. For sharpness adjustment, beginning of the scale is the zero
point.
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Section Perspective correction

Figure 18. Window “Service". Section "Perspective correction "

This section allows you to enable the correction of trapezoidal distortion of perspective when you scan.
The function analyzes the scan area and its boundaries of scanned document and restores document to
a rectangular shape. For correct operation of the function it is necessary to provide a contrast between
the document and the scanning surface. To this end, the documents you want to scan are to be scanned
on dark surface. The function should be applied only to documents with rectangular shape, perspective
correction of other documents, with non-rectangular shape may lead to distortions.
In manual scan mode (see. Section "Scan Modes" in this document) are both correction modes "Manual" and "Automatic" available.
If you select one of the automatic scan modes: "Interval" or "Follow Up" “Auto Mode” correction will be
available for that selection. In the section "Perspective Correction" window "Service" will be shown an
appropriate message (Figure 19).

Figure 19. Perspective correction option in automatic mode

In manual mode, the program finds a document in the scanning area, corrects it, and prompts the user
to check the result with service message in the status bar at the scanning area:
Manual perspective correction ("Enter" - Accept Changes, "Esc" - Cancel)
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Once the necessary changes have been made with the mouse (an orange dotted frame you can move
and modify), you must press «Enter». You can also press the «Esc» to scan without any correction.
После того как необходимые изменения были сделаны с помощью мыши (оранжевую рамку с
пунктирной сеткой можно перемещать и модифицировать), необходимо нажать кнопку «Enter»
(Ввод). Кроме того, можно нажать клавишу «Esc» и произвести сканирование вообще без коррекции.
In automatic correction mode program finds a document and corrects it. The status bar shows the following:
В автоматическом режиме коррекции программа находит в области сканирования документ, производит коррекцию. В панели статуса появляется сообщение:
Distortion is corrected, proceed? ("Enter" - Yes, "Spacebar" - Edit, "Esc" - Cancel) {0} sec.

In this case by pressing the "Space" button for three seconds (countdown is in the status bar) user can
enter into automatic correction “Edit mode” or confirm the result of correction by pressing «Enter». If
no key is pressed for 3 seconds, scanning is done automatically with the results of the automatic correction. You can also press the «Esc» button to scan without any correction.
Section “Motion detector”

Figure 20. Window Service, Section “Motion detector”

This section contains two settings used by the program to determine the change in the document scanning area in the automatic scan mode "Follow Up".
"Motion threshold". This parameter determines how "noticeable" should be a movement of changing
the document in a scanning area to the program that it calculates and decide that document is replaced
or page is turned. The range is adjustable from 1 to 15. The "default" value is 7. This parameter may be
individually adjusted for different scanning conditions, scanned materials and camera models.
"Stabilization threshold". This parameter determines how "fixed" should be a document scan area after
the replacement of the previous document, before the program decides the document is ready to scan.
The range values are from 1 to 15. The "default" value is 3. This parameter may be individually adjusted
for different scanning conditions, scanned materials and camera models.
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Section “Time intervals”

Figure 21. Window Service, Section “Time intervals”

This section allows you to configure the time in seconds (countdown in the status bar), during which the
program waits for user to confirm or edit the results of the automatic scan area detection or perspective
correction in the corresponding modes. See section "Scan Modes" in this document.
When setting the value to 0, the program does not wait for confirmation from the user, the scan is performed immediately after the auto definition of scan area and perspective distortion correction, respectively.

Scan gallery
Image position in scan gallery
Image position changing in scan gallery
Each image in Scan Gallery has its own ordinal position, relative to the other images. To change the position it is necessary to select one or more images by the left mouse button (left button click, Shift + left
button click) and press the appropriate toolbar button of the Scan gallery (Figure 22).

Figure 22. Image position changing dialog

For image position changing a window “Change position” appears (Figure 23). It is possible to enter new
ordinal position number in the field or select a desirable number by clicking on arrow points to the right
of the field.

Figure 23. Image position changing
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Besides, image position changing is possible to achieve by drag&drop of needed images from one position to another. Image position changing is possible for a group of images that are previously selected
using left mouse button (Figure 24).

Figure 24. Images drag&drop in Scan Gallery

Positions of all images are synchronized after this operation (image number is changed after process
accomplishment).
New images addition in Scan Gallery
You can insert a new image or images to the Gallery by right-clicking within the empty space of the gallery. Please make sure that is no images in Gallery selected (Figure 25).
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Figure 25. New image addition to the gallery

It is possible to add images to the Gallery using the dialog menu which can be opened by pressing button “+” in Gallery toolbar (Figure 26).
Added images are placed at the end of the Gallery.

Figure 26. Gallery toolbar

Each scanned image is added immediately after the last in a row of selected images. After the addition,
the new image is automatically selected.
Positions of all images are synchronized after the removal of one or more images from the Gallery.

Figure 27. Images deletion
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Rescanning
To rescan the selected images in the Gallery, you must select an appropriate item in the context menu
(right click mouse button) or click the "Rescan" button on the Gallery toolbar (Figure 28).

Figure 28. Button “Rescan”

Image export
Images from the Scan Gallery could be transferred to Export folder. An appropriate menu item should
be selected for this operation (right button mouse click) or using a button “Export” in Gallery toolbar (

Figure 29).

Figure 29. Image export
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Save images

This section is opened by pressing a button with folder and gear
main window.

Figure 30. Section «Save settings»

This section contains the following sub-sections:


Files

This subsection contains folders and image formats settings.


Naming

This subsection contains a file naming template.


Profiles

23
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This subsection is for managing Scanning and Processing profiles. Scanning profile is a set of settings,
selected in this tab by User. Processing profile is a set of processing options selected in tab “Processing”
and saved with a defined name.
Files
This subsection contains the following settings (Figure 31):
1. The path to the Gallery, which stores temporary scanned image versions
2. An export path, where final version of the scanned images are stored from the gallery according
to the settings specified by the user. This folder is used by ELAR ScanImagePro as a source for
importing images for further processing
3. File format and it’s parameters for storing them in Export folder

Figure 31. Window “Save settings”. Tab “Files“

The following file formats are available for export: JPEG, PDF (image only), TIFF, JPEG2000, BMP, GIF,
PNG (Figure 32).
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Figure 32. File formats selection for export

Naming

Figure 33. Tab “Naming”

Naming template is used to the image files when exporting them from Gallery to export folder. When
adding an image to the Gallery, file name is also changed according to the naming template. To edit
template you need to enter a formula directly from the set of variables, or create a formula directly se-
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lecting them from a list of available variables. Variable insertion in the template is made by double clicking by left mouse button on the chosen variable. Template may consists of several available variables.
File Naming Restrictions
Naming template must contain a counter variable (%{counter}), counter must be set before other
variables. For example, the template:
“IMG_%{imageWidth}x%{imageHeight}_%{counter:format=0000}.JPG”
is not allowed because counter variable is at the end of the template. This restriction is made because of file sequence during files storing in Export folder.
Besides that, there is a chars which template cannot include, as an illegal in OS Windows, such of
them are: «?<>|:|\/*”»

If the naming template does not meet these requirements, new documents scanning and new images
import to the Gallery from the hard disk is not available.
Profiles

Figure 34. Tab «Profiles»

Scanning is possible using a predefined profile and without it.
A scanning profile is a complete set of scan and image settings available in the user interface. In addition, the Scan profile can be assigned with a Processing profile (see “Tab “Processing“ section of the
document).
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Scan profiles are stored at «C:\Users\Public\Documents\Модуль сканирования\Profiles» as XML files
with a unique name, set by the User as Profile Name.
The subsection includes the following settings:

Processing profile
The field in the form of drop-down list contains a set of saved user processing profiles (see “Tab Processing“ section of the document). To the right of this list is a button "Set", which becomes active if the
processing profile is selected. In addition, scan profile must be activated or highlighted in the list of
available scan profiles (Figure 36). The current state of selected profiles is shown in not editable field
"Current scanning profile" in the upper left side of subsection (Figure 35).

Figure 35. Current scanning profile

Figure 36. List of available scan profiles


Button «Save»
This button allows you to save the current Scan and Processing Profile settings to the active scanning
profile. At the same time, previous settings are lost.

Button «Save as»
This button allows you to save the current Scan and Processing Profile settings to the scanning profile
with a new name. A new profile name is appeared in the list of available scan profiles after saving
(Figure 36).

Load
Lets to load an existing profile from the list of available profiles and stored in folder \Profiles.
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Delete
Deletes an inactive profile.

Tab ”Processing”

Figure 37. Tab ”Processing”

This tab is for an individual or group of scanned images processing.
The tab consists of the following functional areas:





Processing Gallery
Image processing view area
Applied processing filters list
Processing filters Control Panel

Processing Gallery
Processing Gallery displays a set of the scanned images in the same order as they are presented in the
Scan Gallery (tab “Scan”). Gallery has a different set of processing functions in relation to the Scan Gallery. In particular, there is no possibility to delete, rescan an image, or add a new image from the disk.
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At the same time Processing Gallery allows you to change the order of the images in the Gallery by
dragging one or more selected image with the left mouse button. At the same time, the order of images
in the Scan Gallery is also changing.
Gallery displays thumbnail images in the processed state. Thus, for each miniature image displays processing step which has been selected by the user from the list of applied filters at the time of transition
to another image. When applying the filter sets to one or more images miniature automatically displays
the latest stage of processing.

Figure 38. Processing Gallery

In the upper part of the Processing Gallery there is a counter of images and button with the folder icon.
Pressed button opens a folder which contains the downloaded to the Gallery images.
There is a buttons for image management at the bottom part of the Processing Gallery:
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«Apply filters to selected images». This button
allows you to apply a set of filters in Processing
Gallery to one or more images. If only one image is selected in Gallery, the button is inactive. To process
multiple images with same settings, you have to allocate an image, which is the "donor" of processing
settings. Then you need to add to the selection images to be processed with these settings. This can be
done by left button mouse click while pressing Ctrl key (selection of multiple individual images), with
pressed down Shift key (selection of a set of images). You need to press or select the corresponding
menu item after that (Figure 39).

Figure 39. Processing Gallery context menu items

«Restore to original image». This button
allows you to quickly return to the original state of the
selected processed images in the Gallery. All applied filters are removed. This action can also be performed using the context menu (Figure 39).

«Export». This button
folder.

allows you to upload the selected and processed images to the export

Image processing view area
The central part of the tab "Processing" is divided into two equal parts, designed to display the currently
selected image in the Gallery. If multiple images are selected in the Gallery, the viewing area displays
the first of the selected images.
The left side of the view area displays the initial image state (before processing).
The right part of the view area is used to display the results of processing. This area displays the stage of
processing, which is selected by the user from the list of applied filters (in the right side of the tab "Processing"). Thus, it is possible to inspect every step of processing of a single image by selecting the different filters in the list.
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Figure 40. Image processing view area

At the top of the left and right sides of the display area there is information for selected image: size in
pixels - horizontal and vertical, the value of DPI (resolution), as well as information about the depth of
color. It is important that this information shows the current state of the images in a folder after export.
Image characteristics are determined by the export format.
Under the left and right sides of the display areas presented some standard sets of tools for image scaling: buttons “Zoom in” and “Zoom out” with the magnifying glass icons, drop-down list with values of
zooming factor with step 10%, fixed scaling factors buttons "By the size of the window,", "By width", "By
height".

Figure 41. Set of scaling tools

Applied processing filters list
This is an area on the right side of the tab "Processing" (Figure 42) which contains a list of processing
filters that are applied to the selected images in the Gallery for the processing in the order of their appli31
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cation. You can select a particular filter in the list and view or edit its setting. You can also remove a filter from the list, move it up or down in the list with the left mouse button.

Figure 42. Applied/available filters lists

A filter may be added to the list by pressing button with icon "+" below the applied filters list, alphabetical list of available filters appears. Select a needed filter from the available list and it appears in the list
of applied filters.
Detailed information about filters is in “Processing filters” section.
Processing filters
This section describes the processing filters, available in the program, and settings.
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Page borders restoring
The filter is used to reconstruct damaged edges of the image page borders. To do this, the page borders
are analyzed in relation to image background, the original form of the page is calculated (circumscribing
rectangle). The missing parts of the page are filled with the average color of the image background.
(Figure 43). Filter has only one available parameter – checkbox “Background is darker”. It used for outside document area color tone specification and needed for an accurate borders finding and processing
(Figure 44).

Figure 43. Damaged page before and after processing

Figure 44. Filter parameters
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Page borders restoring (extra field)
The filter fills the space outside of the scanned page borders with the user's pointed average background color or with black or white color.

Figure 45. Damaged page before and after processing with filled outside of the document borders area

Filter has two parameters – check-box “Background is darker” (see description of previous filter) and
drop-down box, which contains available colors for filling (black, white and background color).

Figure 46. Filter parameters
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Centering
The filter cuts the image to the borders of relevant information (for the success of processing the page
should not be beyond the area of the scanning field) and centers the result within the boundaries of the
image (Figure 47).

Figure 47. Centering before and after processing

Filter has the following parameters (Figure 48).
Garbage size. This parameter is required for setting the size of objects in the image, which the program
considered as "garbage" or “noise” and which are ignored when determining the region containing the
relevant information. You can separately set the maximum width and height values of the "garbage"
objects in pixels. All objects, which are smaller than the pointed are considered as insignificant and are
cut off together with the fields of the image.
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Figure 48. “Centering” filter parameters

Furthermore, it is possible to make centering only horizontally or vertically or both of them (processing
with this setting is shown on Figure 47).
Crop by print area
The filter crops document borders to the edges of significant information (text and illustrations). Found
borders are shown in right part of the view area as green dotted frame (Figure 49).

Figure 49. Image cropping to significant information
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It is possible to change frame size manually by moving its borders (Figure 50). Negative values make the
frame bigger and vice versa.
Besides that, it is possible to set the maximum size of “garbage” objects in the image. This parameter is
for setting the size of the objects which program considered as "garbage" or “noise” and which are ignored when determining the region containing the significant information. You can separately set the
maximum width and height values of the "garbage" objects in pixels. All objects, which are smaller than
the pointed are considered as insignificant and are cut off together with the fields of the image.

Figure 50. Filter parameters for cropping to significant information

Crop by page field
The filter analyzes an image, finds the page borders and cuts all that is outside of it. For better results
Image must be aligned using filter "Deskew", because cropping is done strictly horizontally and vertically
(Figure 51).
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Figure 51. “Crop by page field” filter in action

The filter has the margin settings for auto detected frame correction to the left, right, up and down.
Negative values make the frame bigger and vice versa (Figure 52).

Figure 52. “Crop by page field” filter parameters

Scale
The filter allows you to resize an image by interpolating pixels using 4 different interpolation algorithms:
the neighboring pixels, bilinear, bicubic, relative to the area of the pixel. Resizing is specified in % of the
original image (Figure 53).
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Figure 53. Filter parameters

Page split
The filter is used to process single-scan images of planetary book scanners when only one whole part of
the cradle is scanned in disclosed angle. The filter searches the borders of the page and crops anything
that is outside of them (Figure 54).

Figure 54. “Page split” filter work

Filter has the following parameters:
The filter has the margin settings for auto detected frame correction to the left, right, up and down.
Negative values make the frame bigger and vice versa (see Figure 55).
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Figure 55. “Page split” filter parameters

Color
This filter group provides the basic functions of image preparation for the further text recognition steps
(transformation into black&white format, grayscale or inversion).
Binarization (b&w)
The filter converts an image into black and white format. You can choose one of two binarization methods: a threshold or automatic (Figure 56, Figure 57).

Figure 56. Binarization with a fixed threshold
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Figure 57. Automatic and fixed binarization settings

Negative
The filter inverts an image colors. Applied to the image of any color (black&white, grayscale, color) and
has no settings.

Figure 58. “Negative” filter in action

Special filters
This group consists of filters with a special functions, Эта группа содержит фильтры, выполняющие
специфические операции, such as “Block erase”, “Lines alignment”, “Fingers masking” and “Remove
noise”.
Block erase
This filter is useful for hiding (erasing) one of the image parts, which has a confidential or undesirable
data (Figure 59).
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Figure 59. “Block erase” filter work

The user can either make a selection of green dotted frame on the image manually using mouse or enter
needed values of frame margins from the borders of the image in pixels (Figure 60).

Figure 60. “Block erase” filter parameters

If to uncheck "Inside selection" setting, the frame is inverted, and all that lay beyond the boundaries of
the selected frame are deleted. You can clear areas of the page and keep areas with a significant information and keep the total size of the page accordingly.
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Lines alignment
The filter corrects non-linear distortion of text lines on the page that was scanned in a bent state or at
an angle. Such situation is wide-spread during scanning of thick books without glass plate (Figure 61).

Figure 61. “Lines alignment” filter work

Important! Alignment works only on full-text pages with a single-column text. It should not be used on
images with multi-column text and images on a single-column text with illustrations.
Fingers masking
The filter masks the operator's fingers or holding accessories used during the scanning process, which
are visible on the margins of the image. Masking is made with an average background color of the document (Figure 62).
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Figure 62. “Fingers masking”

Important! For the correct filter operation you must remove the image area outside the borders as background can affect to search and fingers masking process. This can be done using one of the crop filters.
Correct filter work is not possible sometimes on images with low contrast and also, if fingers hides a part
of information (text, illustration, photo).
Remove noise
The filter removes noise pixels from the image, while maintaining the graphics areas intact (Figure 63).
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Figure 63. “Remove noise” filter in action

The user can specify in pixels the minimum size of graphic block to be excluded from processing. The
user can also specify the maximum size of the noise in pixels, for keeping diacritical marks intact (Figure
64).

Figure 64. “Remove noise” filter parameters

Remove background
This filter is designed to improve the quality of the documents’ background and for removal of insignificant objects within this part: garbage (noise), background images, translucent text and images on the
reverse side, artifacts appeared because of the document storage conditions (for example, moisture),
printing, etc. ., as well as to improve the readability of text and graphic elements to improve OCR and
printing.
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Figure 65. “Remove background” filter work. Result before and after processing

You can replace the background color of the document by selecting the desired color from the palette of
the filter settings. If you want to keep intact the illustrations and photos, you need to put a tick in the
box " Exclude photos". The "sensitivity" parameter is used during image analysis to indicate the contrast
value between image background and graphic blocks. The higher the value, the greater the number of
elements on the page that can be defined as a picture box. The maximum value of the parameter is 100
(Figure 66).

Figure 66. “Remove background” filter parameters
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Lightness correction
The filter is used to make a lightness correction of the image at the time it was scanned. Filter calculates
an optimal lightness value for the whole image. Then it corrects lightness value for the every point of
the image and transforms it to the calculated value. Such artifacts as overexposed and underexposed
areas of the image are corrected in tone and brightness accordingly (Figure 67).

Figure 67. Lightness correction in action

Important! This filter can be used effectively only in full-text documents, scanned in color or grayscale
mode.
Rotation
This filter group combines instruments for automatic image rotation, which is very important for preparation for the further image recognition.
Rotate by angle
With this filter you can specify a precise angle rotation of an image or selection of images. To do this,
enter the desired value in the field “Angle”. Possible values are from 0 to 360 (Figure 68).
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Figure 68. “Rotate by angle” filter parameters

With the option "Keep original size" you can leave the rotated image after processing in existing borders. Image areas outside the borders are cut off.
It is also possible to select a color for the appeared areas as a result of the rotation. There are three options: black, white and boundary pixels.
Rotate left
The filter rotates image 90 degrees to the left.
Rotate right
The filter rotates image 90 degrees to the right.
Flip horizontally
The filter mirrors image horizontally.
Flip vertically
The filter mirrors image vertically.
Deskew
The filter corrects even very skewed images made during scanning (Figure 69). In the analysis filter is
focused on printed text, so pages without text may not be always correct. The filter has an additional
setting "Exclude borders from processing" which can improve quality of alignment process of documents with non-rectangular shape, with a perspective distortion or damaged, which may have an adverse effect to the analysis of the document for the alignment. The “Width” of the" excluded fields is
specified in % of the corresponding parameters of the image.

Figure 69. “Deskew” filter parameters
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With this setting active, only the central part of the image are used for the skew analysis.
It is also possible to select a color for the appeared areas as a result of the rotation. There are three options: black, white and boundary pixels.
Exposure correction
Brightness, contrast
The filter is for the image brightness and contrast correction, parameter values are in the range from 0
to 100. Initial values are equal to 50.

Figure 70. “Brightness” and “Contrast” filter parameters

Sharpness
The filter is used to improve the sharpness of images which are scanned with insufficient focus. Possible
values are from 0 to 60 (Figure 71).

Figure 71. “Sharpness” parameters

Saturation
The filter is used for the image color saturation correction (Figure 72).

Figure 72. “Saturation” parameters

Processing profiles
For the convenience of re-processing, software allows you to save a set of filters as processing profiles
with individual names.
Processing profile may be loaded (activated), changed, saved with another name and deleted.
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Figure 73. Processing profile toolbar

Processing profile toolbar is placed at the left top part of the tab “Processing”. Toolbar consists of the
following elements:

Figure 74.Processing filter activation button

Button “Activate processing profile”. This button is active if a specific processing profile is selected in
dropdown processing filter list (Figure 75). Once the button is pressed, all newly scanned or added to
the Processing Gallery images will be automatically processed by the selected profile. To disable the active profile, you must select in the drop down list of available filters “Without profile” item and click "Activate processing profile".

Figure 75. Processing profiles list

Drop-down list of available processing profiles includes all the profiles, that are stored before by User
and item “Without profile”.

Figure 76. Button “Save current set of processing filters as new processing profile”

This button becomes active if image with already applied filters is selected in Processing Gallery. If multiple images are selected in the Gallery, the program will save a set of filters from the first image in the
selection (in chronological order). After pressing the button, a new window opens where you must enter
the name of the new processing profile (Figure 77).
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Figure 77. Processing profile saving with a new name

New processing profile appears in drop-down list of available processing profiles.
New created profile does not become active! In order to process the other images using this profile, you
must select it from the drop-down list of available profiles, select one or more images in Gallery for processing and click "Load processing profile and apply it to selected images" (Figure 78).

Figure 78. Button "Load processing profile and apply it to selected images"

All selected images are processed with the settings of selected processing profile. At that, this is a single
action and the profile does not become active. If before this action any profile has been activated, it will
be applied to the next scanned images automatically.

Figure 79. Button "Save processing filter set in selected processing profile"

Button "Save processing filter set in selected processing profile" (Figure 79) becomes active if one of the
available profiles is selected, one or more images with applied filters are selected in the Gallery. By
pressing the button, set of filters which are already applied to a single-selected or the first-selected image in group, are stored in the processing profile selected from the list. At the same time the previous
settings in this profile are lost.
In addition to the above actions, the user can also rename or delete the selected from the drop-down
list profile using the corresponding buttons on the processing toolbar (Figure 80).

Figure 80. Buttons for profile renaming and deletion

All newly images are added to the Processing Gallery without processing if active profile is deleted.
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Recommendations for processing filters use
Binarization
The filter converts images into black and white format. You can choose one of two binarization methods: a threshold or automatic.
Important! Image must be binarized before processing it with a “Remove noise” filter –i.e. the noise
cleaning is done only on black and white images.

Page borders restoring (extra field)
The filter fills the space beyond the borders of the scanned page with the user's pointed average background color or with black or white color.
Important! The outside document area color tone is to be specified for a proper filter work. If documents are scanned on a dark background, make an appropriate setting for this using checkbox in the
settings panel.

Page borders restoring
The filter is used to reconstruct damaged edges of the image page borders. To do this, the page borders
are analyzed in relation to image background, the original form of the page is calculated (circumscribing
rectangle). The missing parts of the page are filled with the average color of the image background.
Important! The outside document area color tone is to be specified for the proper filter work. If documents are scanned on a dark background, make an appropriate setting for this using checkbox in the
settings panel.

Lightness correction
The filter is used to make a lightness correction of the image at the time it was scanned. Filter calculates
an optimal lightness value for the whole image. Then it corrects lightness value for the every point of
the image and transforms it to the calculated value. Such artifacts as overexposed and underexposed
areas of the image are corrected in tone and brightness accordingly.
Important! This filter can be used effectively only in full-text documents, scanned in color or grayscale
mode. The filter does not work on black-and-white documents, so it cannot be used if the filter "Binarization" is applied before this one in filter list.
Important! Document background can extremely affect to the results of the filter work. For the correct
filter operation, you must remove the image area outside the borders. This can be done using crop or
restoring filters – such as “Crop by page field”, “Crop by print area”, “Page borders restoring” and “Page
borders restoring (extra field)”.
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Lines alignment
The filter corrects non-linear distortion of text lines on the page that was scanned in a bent state or at
an angle.
Important! Alignment works only on full-text pages with a single-column text. It should not be used on
images with multi-column text and images on a single-column text with illustrations.
In addition, for the correct filter operation it is recommended to remove the image area outside the
borders, because scanning area background can adversely affect to the result of processing. This can be
done by one of the crop filters – such as “Crop by page field” or “Crop by print area” or recovery filters –
“Page borders restoring” or “Page borders restoring (extra field)”.

Fingers masking
The filter masks the operator's fingers or holding accessories used during the scanning the document,
which are visible on the margins of the image. Masking is made with an average background color of the
document.
Important! For the correct filter operation you must remove the image area outside the borders as
background can affect to search and fingers masking process. This can be done using one of the crop
filters.

Saturation
The filter is used for the image color saturation correction. Possible values are from 0 to 200. Saturation
of the original image is 100 units.
Important! This filter must be applied to the images in color mode. Applying the filter to the grayscale or
black and white images has no effect.

Crop by print area
The filter allows to crop the image to the edges of the relevant information, for example, to text and
graphics. The user can adjust the indentation pixel width of the automatically found crop lines for each
of the four sides independently.
Important! For best results, the image must be aligned with the filter "Deskew" because cropping is
done strictly horizontally and vertically, and it is recommended to crop the image to the borders of the
page with the filter “Crop by page field”

Crop by page field
The filter analyzes image, finds the page borders and cuts all that is outside.
Important! The outside document area color tone is to be specified for the proper filter work. If documents are scanned on a dark background, make an appropriate setting for this using checkbox in the
settings panel.
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In addition, for best results, the image must be aligned with the filter "Deskew" since cropping is done
strictly horizontally and vertically.

Grayscale
The filter converts color images into grayscale images.
Important! When applying this filter to the black-and-white image, the image bit depth increases to 8
bits and the size of the resulting file increases simultaneously, but the image itself remains black and
white. This operation has no practical sense in this case.

Page split
The filter is used to process single-scan images of planetary book scanners when only one whole part of
the cradle is scanned in disclosed angle. The filter searches the borders of the page and crops anything
that is outside.
Important! The result of processing is a single-page of the original image. The filter cannot be used to
split the original image on two pages.

Remove noise
The filter removes noise pixels from the image, while maintaining the graphics areas intact. The user can
specify the minimum size of the graphic block in pixels to be excluded from processing. The user can also
specify the maximum size in pixels of the noise.
Important! The filter can be used only for the black and white images processing, so before removing
the noise you must convert an image into black and white format using the filter "Binarization".

Remove background
The filter can be used on images with decorative background and serious defects, such as translucent
text and graphics on the reverse side of the page, with water damage because of the long-term storage,
mold, stamps, etc.
Image background can be replaced with the color, selected in the palette "Color replace". If the processed image contains a graphic blocks that should be excluded from processing for their preservation
on the original, you must select "Exclude photos" parameter. The "Sensitivity" is used to indicate the
value of the contrast between the image background and graphic blocks, during the analysis of the image. The higher the value, the greater the number of elements on the page that can be defined as a
graphic block. The maximum value is 100.
Important! The filter is used to process color and grayscale images. It does not make sense on the use of
binarized images.
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Deskew
The filter corrects skewed images made during the scanning. The filter has an additional setting "Exclude
borders from processing" which can improve quality of alignment process of documents with nonrectangular shape, with a perspective distortion or damaged, which may have an adverse effect to the
analysis of the document for the alignment. The “Width” of the" excluded fields is specified in % of the
corresponding parameters of the image. With this setting active, only the central part of the image will
be used for the skew analysis.
Important! The filter is developed for using on full-text documents. Documents which include only images without text cannot be processed correctly sometimes. It is recommended to use filter “Rotation”
and enter a needed rotation angle manually in this case.

Centering
The filter cuts image to the borders of the significant information and centers it within the boundaries of
the result image.
Important! For best results, it is recommended to make a skew correction to eliminate distortion and
remove the image area outside the borders. This can be done using crop or restore filters.

Hot keys list
Tab «Scan»
Action
Start/Stop scanning
Document format - Auto
Document format – Maximum
Document format – А2
Document format – А3
Document format – А4
Document format – А5
Portrait orientation
Landscape orientation
Scan mode - Manual
Scan mode - Interval
Scan mode – Follow Up
Left page scan
Right page scan
Both pages scan
Spread scan is off
Color – black&white
Color – grayscale
Color – color

Hot key
Ctrl-S
Ctrl-0
Ctrl-1
Ctrl-2
Ctrl-3
Ctrl-4
Ctrl-5
Ctrl-Shift-B
Ctrl-Shift-A
Ctrl-Shift-M
Ctrl-Shift-I
Ctrl-Shift-A
Ctrl-L
Ctrl-R
Ctrl-B
Ctrl-D
Ctrl-Alt-B
Ctrl-Alt-G
Ctrl-Alt-C
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Open window «Save settings»
Open window «Service»
Open window «About»
Set input focus to “Resolution” field
Set input focus to “Interval” field

F2
F3
F1
Ctrl-Alt-R
Ctrl-Alt-I

Tab «Processing»
Action
Gallery navigation
Switch between Gallery and Processing Filter list
Add filter to the applied filter list

Hot key
PgUp, PgDown
Ctrl + 1, 2 or 3
Enter, when focus is on available filter list
window
Arrow Up/Down, when focus is in applied
filter list
Arrow Up/Down, when focus is in the list
Delete, when focus is in Gallery
Delete, when focus is in applied filter list
Space, when focus is on image thumbnail

Applied filter list navigation
All filter list navigation
Image deletion from Gallery
Filter deletion from the applied filter list
Mark a single image with flag (Approve/Decline)
Add image
Image zoom in
Image zoom out
Fit image by size
Fit image by height
Fit image by width
100% view

Ctrl + Shift + A
Ctrl + “+”
Ctrl + “-“
Ctrl + 0
Ctrl + W
Ctrl + H
Ctrl + D

Sistem requirements
For correct software work the system should meet the following requirements.

Recommended configuration:
Processor: Intel Core i5-2300 2.80 GHz or equivalent
RAM: 4 Gb or more
HDD: 1 Tb or more

Software requirements
Operating System: Windows 7/8/2008/2012
.Net Framework 4
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Visual C++ Redistributable for Visual Studio 2012 Update 1 x86 / x64
Visual C++ 2010 Redistributable Package x86 / x64

The list of supported cameras
EOS-1D C / EOS 6D / EOS M
EOS-1D X / 1D Mark III / 1Ds Mark III / 1D Mark IV
EOS 40D / 50D / 5D Mark II / 5D Mark III / 7D / 60D / 60Da
EOS Rebel XSi / 450D
EOS Rebel XS / 1000D
EOS Rebel T1i / 500D
EOS Rebel T2i / 550D
EOS Rebel T3i / 600D
EOS Rebel T4i / 650D
EOS Rebel T3 / 1100D
EOS Rebel T5i / 700D, EOS Rebel SL1 / 100D
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